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Introduction
As globalization increases, the need to manage production and materials globally is imperative. The ability to view
and analyze the results from multiple MRP plans is critical for the success of the business. This presentation will
demonstrate the different ways we extract MRP data from different plants and configure it into a few web reports
used by planners, buyers and customer services. Since the plants have internal sales relationships between them, the
supply demand information between the plants is handled by MRP by the use of inter-organizational internal orders.
The presentation will describe how the data are extracted and the effects these reports have on the related business
functions such as scheduling, material control, shop floor management and customer service.

Background
Our business unit has 3 global manufacturing plants running Oracle Manufacturing with MRP nightly. Our MRP
plans have soft pegging. Every day after the MRP runs, MRP planner workbench has all the necessary information
for the planners to view the material and distribution requirements plans:
item and resources, supply demand, horizontal, material and capacity plan, summary of supply demand, review
material and capacity exception, display resource requirements, as well as implement and maintain orders. You can
also view the data on workbench by item category or other groups. However, the data retrieving time is long. There
is a limit of number of records that can be selected before you can run the horizontal or enterprise views. The data
retrieving process could potentially cause runaway session. In order to efficiently use the information provided by
MRP, we face the challenge of how to retrieve the data properly and present them in a better format to help our
business.

MRP Summary
The first question our users ask is what the big picture is. Management wants to know the overall demand and
supply: how many sales orders and forecasts, how many planned work orders MRP proposed, and what are the
scheduled hours on the resources. Using Microsoft Reporting Services, we extract MRP capacity data to web page
for each plant so managers can view the information daily. Users can choose which organization they want to see
the data. Our management uses this page every day to monitor the hours loaded to the different plants and balances
the demand between them based on this information.
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Resource Horizontal Capacity Data
From MRP Planners Workbench, we can choose a resource and see the required hours and hours available for the
future time buckets as horizontal plan. This screen will also show us the net hours available for this resource and
capacity overload. But we cannot find an Oracle report that reporting this information for all resources or a group of
resources. Our users want to see this information in a spreadsheet format and want to be able to compare the load for
all the resources in the same department or across the departments.

After researching into Oracle form, we found that Oracle does not store this information directly in any table or view,
but instead it dynamically populates a global temp table called crp_capacity_plans when the horizontal plan screen
is launched. So every time a new horizontal plan window is open, the query is refreshed and the extract data is only
visible to the user session. When the user logs out from Oracle application, the data in crp_capacity_plans is deleted.
Using this mechanism we created a SQL script and registered it as a concurrent program to do the following:
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1.

Delete the snapshot data from our customized table.

2.

Insert department, resource and organization_id into mrp_form_query table. This is the resource we are
pulling capacity load information.
insert into mrp_form_query
(query_id, last_update_date, last_updated_by,
creation_date, created_by, number1, number2,
number3)
values
(l_query_id, sysdate, -1 ,sysdate, -1,
&organization_id,
&department_id,
&resource_id);

3.

Call procedure mrp_crp_horizontal_plan.populate_horizontal_plan to populate crp_capacity_plans table for
the resource in mrp_form_query table. After the call, all the capacity load information will be in this temp
table for this session only.
l_return := mrp_crp_horizontal_plan.populate_horizontal_plan(
p_item_list_id
=> l_query_id,
p_planned_org
=> &organization_id,
p_org_id
=> &organization_id,
p_compile_designator
=> &compile_designator,
p_bucket_type
=> 3,
--1 daily, 2 weekly, 3 period
p_cutoff_date
=> sysdate + 1080,
p_current_data
=> 0);
-- snapshot

4.

Copy all the data in the global temp table mrp_capacity_plans table to our customized regular table.
INSERT INTO GDL.GDL_CRP_CAPACITY_PLANS
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SELECT *
FROM apps.crp_capacity_plans;

5.

Delete the data from global temp table crp_capacity_plans so that we can loop back to step 1 for another
resource.

6.

Loop through all the active resources in the department passed by the parameter organization_id.

After running the concurrent program for 3 plants after the MRP runs, we have the resource capacity data ready for
reporting. We used Microsoft Reporting Services to build report based on these data, and they are easily downloaded
to Excel spreadsheet. On the web report, we also add the total required hours and hours available for 6 months, 12
months and 18 months, so that we can see the overall load for the different time frame.

Resource Requirement Detail
From MRP Planners Workbench, we can choose a resource and see the detail requirements on this resource. This
screen is useful but our users want to see more information with the detail requirements: what is the current
operation the work order is at, what is the assembly description, assembly product line, and operation description.
They also want to save the data in Excel spreadsheet for further analysis.
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In Oracle, the key information for resource requirement details is stored in a view called mrpfv_plan_resource_loads.
select *
From apps.mrpfv_plan_resource_loads a
where a.organization_code = 'SDC'
and a.plan_name = 'MRP-Prod'
and a.resource_code = '302'
and a.department_code ='4817'

From this view, we join with mrp_recommendation table with transaction_id to get the discrete job and planned
order information. Once we have that, we can retrieve and display more critical information on discrete job site, like
where the work order is at, and operation description etc.
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MRP Material Requirements Data
From Oracle MRP Planner Workbench, we can see material requirements on specific items on a horizontal basis, or
see the summarized requirements for the whole time horizon on Enterprise view. Both forms work on single item
query basis. If you wan to see multiple items or a group of items at the same time, it is hard to pull a lot of data back
without causing run away process. So we looked into how Oracle extracts the material requirement data and came
up with our own extraction concurrent program.
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1.

Delete the snapshot data from our customized MRP material requirement table.

2.

Insert inventory_item_id with organization_id and compile_designator into mrp_form_query table. We
group 100 items into one batch at one time for extraction for performance purpose. These items will be the
source items that we are pulling MRP requirement data.
insert into mrp_form_query
(query_id,
last_update_date, last_updated_by,
creation_date, created_by,
number1, number2, char1)
select l_counter, sysdate, -1, sysdate, -1,
inventory_item_id, organization_id, compile_designator
from apps.mrp_system_items
where organization_id = &organization_id
and compile_designator = &compile_designator;

3.

Call procedure mrp_horizontal_plan_sc.populate_horizontal_plan to populate mrp_material_plans table
for the items in mrp_form_query table. Since the parameter Enterprise_view is True, it is extracting the
enterprise view data. After the call, all the enterprise load information will be in this temp table for this
session only.
mrp_horizontal_plan_sc.populate_horizontal_plan(
item_list_id
=> &query_id,
arg_plan_id
=> &unique_id,
arg_organization_id
=> &organization_id,
arg_compile_designator
=> &compile_designator,
arg_plan_organization_id
=> &organization_id,
arg_bucket_type
=> 3,
-- monthly
arg_cutoff_date
=> sysdate + 1080,
arg_current_data
=> 0,
-- snapshot
arg_ind_demand_type
=> NULL,
arg_source_list_name
=> NULL,
enterprize_view
=> TRUE,
-- enterprise view
arg_res_level
=> 1,
arg_resval1
=> NULL,
arg_resval2
=> NULL);

If we call the same procedure with Enterprise_view as False, the procedure is extracting the horizontal view
data. After the call, all the horizontal material requirement information will be in this temp table for this
session only.
mrp_horizontal_plan_sc.populate_horizontal_plan(
item_list_id
=> &query_id,
arg_plan_id
=> &unique_id,
arg_organization_id
=> &organization_id,
arg_compile_designator
=> &compile_designator,
arg_plan_organization_id
=> &organization_id,
arg_bucket_type
=> 3,
-- monthly
arg_cutoff_date
=> sysdate + 1080,
arg_current_data
=> 0,
-- snapshot
arg_ind_demand_type
=> NULL,
arg_source_list_name
=> NULL,
enterprize_view
=> FALSE,
-- horizontal view
arg_res_level
=> 1,
arg_resval1
=> NULL,
arg_resval2
=> NULL);

4.

Copy all the data in the global temp table mrp_material_plans table to our customized regular table for
MRP Enterprise View or MRP Horizontal View depending on whether the extraction is for horizontal or
enterprise view.
insert into GDL.GDL_mrp_mtl_enterprise_PLANS
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SELECT *
From apps.mrp_material_plans;
insert into GDL.GDL_mrp_mtl_horizontal_PLANS
SELECT *
From apps.mrp_material_plans;

5.

Delete the data from global temp table mrp_material_plans so that we can loop back to step 1 for another
group of items.

6.

Loop through all the items planned by MRP in this organization.

After running the concurrent program for 3 plants after the MRP runs, we have the MRP material requirements data
ready for reporting. We used Microsoft Reporting Services to build reports based on these data. The web reports
follow the basic formats from Oracle form, but we have the search criteria customized to our business needs. We
also added more fields to the reports to help user interpret the data efficiently: planning category, standard cost,
planner, organization item attributes, onhand value, WIP value at standard cost. Our planners find these pages much
easier to get to, and the information is ready for download to Excel.
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MRP Pegging Information
In our MRP plans for the 3 manufacturing plants, we are using soft pegging option. Every day Oracle pegs the
supply and demand dynamically, and it is very critical for us to understand and utilize the pegging information to
manage the shop floor, purchasing and customer services. In MRP Planners Workbench, pegging page is an object
navigator. The detailed information is displayed on a separate panel. It is very difficult to download the data to Excel
format. Our challenge is to extract the pegging information out to our customized table so that we can use it more
efficiently to help our business needs.
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The Oracle table that stores pegging information is called mrp_full_pegging. This table stores pegging relation at
single level. With prev_pegging_id, we can join this table multiple times to get the full pegging tree. We created a
concurrent program to do the join 9 times to get 9 level pegging for all items in each organization and store them in
a customized table. We run this job nightly after the MRP runs. Based on this extract, we created a web report for
sales order pegging, similar to what Oracle shows on the form, but with much easier access and more customized
information. From this report, we can see the lower level supply to one customer order line in Excel format. The
supply type, order and pegged quantity are clearly displayed. We can run this report by planning category, sales
order or end item.
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Sales order pick available page
One challenge of MRP planning is the communication between manufacturing and customer services. Some of our
subassemblies have demand from sales orders as well as dependent demands from manufacturing orders. In the past,
customer services have shipped the parts out that were supposed to be used for work orders, causing material
shortage on shopfloor. Now that we have the pegging information extract ready to deploy, we created a web report
for customer orders with the pegging information. In the page, you can see all the standard order management
information, plus the pegging source order and pegged quantity.
One option to run this report is to show all pegged quantity. We use this option to track where the quantities are for
the specific sales order. This information will enable us to have a clear picture on how we are meeting the demand
date on the sales order and give us basis to estimate when the assemblies will be completed. We can also spot the
bottle neck for the work that in the pipeline.
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Another option to run this report is to show only onhand quantity. Customer Service department is more interested
in the sales order that are pegged to onhand quantity so that they can ship them out without disrupting the supply to
the manufacturing plant.
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Conclusion
Our business is growing rapidly. Everyday we face different challenges from different areas: customer order priority,
supplier material shortage, and resource capacity issue, just to name a few. It is critical to understand the data from
multiple MRP plans timely to react to the rapidly changing environment. With the MRP data extraction and web
presentation of data, we have achieved the following goals we set to help our business:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manufacturing to monitor the capacity load on the resources
Purchasing to spot material supply problem
Pegging is critical to help Planning, Customer Services and Manufacturing to work together to meet the
customer demand date
Combine OM with Pegging to help Customer Services decide what to ship

Currently our business unit is implementing Advanced Supply Chain Planning module. With the success from MRP
data extract project, we are working toward extracting the similar sets of data from ASCP module and present them
efficiently from the web to serve our different business functions.
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